Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

I received your letter and I want to thank you for all that you have made possible for the children and myself.

It was through your very great kindness to me and interest in all that made it possible for me to enjoy a home together. We are truly grateful for everything.

I appreciate too, the nice letter from you. You were never too busy to reply to mine. Whenever I was in a quandary about some problem
I never failed to reply, and I do realize how much for time you must have been to accomplish all the things you had to do. Your letter of encouragement have helped me over many a rough spot.

Thank you for your congratulations. Now, I have further good news. I receive notice of my permanent appointment today. It is effective, starting September 16th. I shall work hard to deserve my good fortune. I shall try to, all promotion examinations, I may be eligible for, though I may fail on the possibility of advancing further.
Thus far, we have not been able to solve our housing problem, but we hope that we shall locate something soon.

I appreciate your writing me that you will always be interested in how we are getting along. It is a great favor you are granting me in permitting me to continue writing you.

I want to express my gratitude for all you have done for me. Thank you very much on behalf of the children and myself.

Very sincerely yours,

[Signature]
October 8, 1947

Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your check and thank you for all your kindness on behalf of the children and myself.

Anne likes her position. There is a possibility of an opportunity for her to learn bookkeeping. It would better any chances for advancement.

Anne is taking quite an interest in her commerce course. I hope that she progresses in her studies and obtains a good foundation for her High School subjects next term.

Sincerely, in stationery
He has finished his clerical and stenographic course and is working in the capacity of classifying and interviewing in the company. He has passed all his Army Education Tests and has obtained his high school rating. He wrote that he expected to be among four boys chosen to accompany four officers, flying to Christmas Island this month for a few days duty there. He is looking forward to his first plane trip. We miss him very much here at home.

I appreciate the very great privilege you have granted me in permitting me
I write you.

I am truly grateful for all the interest you have taken in the children's welfare. Thank you, too, for the encouragement you have offered me all along the way. You made it possible for my first State appointment and I was happy to write you of my permanent appointment after my failure in passing previous examinations.

We thank you and your family are in the best of health.

The children wish to be remembered to you and send their best regards.

Very sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Dear Mr. Ambassador,

Thank you very much for sending me Mrs. Cruz's letter. It is very sweet.

May your New Year be happy and joyful.

Cruz
TRANSLATION

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt

Distinguished American of that Great Country:

Receive my greetings of the New Year that it may
hold for you the best of days and happiness.

Mrs. Roosevelt, receive also a hug from my two
daughters, Rebecca and Ines.

(signed) Carlota Cruz R. de G.

A greeting, nothing more.

Address of my house:

Los Aramos 3055, Nunoa,

Santiago, Chile.
Señora Eleanor Roosevelt,
Estimada dama americana,
de ése gran país receptamm-
Sálude del año nuevo que
sea para su progenie más
día rifelida.

Misiónra reciba
también un abrazo de
mis dor hijos, Rebeca fue.

Carola la Cruz, 2 de fe-

La dirección: mi casa
La abuela, 9045 muiñoa

Santiago de Chile

una Atención
nomar.
Santiago December 29, 1947

Dear Mrs. Roosevelt,

I do not want to load your mail with such trifles but the envelope itself impressed me as rather touching and may bring you a smile. It evidently comes from the heart.

Roosevelt for the Roosevelt

name is pronounced and

general in Chile

Sincerely,

Claude G. Bower

Thank you for your kind thanks, how it is sweet.
WHITE HOUSE

To Mrs. Roosevelt. ———— A poem of Dolores Cruz de Velez.

Casa Blanca sorry and isolated
upon the recent dead
The chief had gone for ever
But never forgotten.

Wife and sons are lonesome
on account of the one is gone
Seven nephews and friends
are very sad now days.

He was the one who protect
Forty eight states an nations
the one who looks for the wared
has gone to the sky forever.

His very poor health and years
never show up his weakness
until the time came
and his spirit flew to the sky.

I am not a brilliant poet
but at the present news
I am writing this few lines
to show respect in his dead.

Taken care of my domestic work
and to hear such sad news
I am writing this lines
with my eyes full of tears.

As the head man of the house
and a man of discipline
he never be forgotten
of our minds.
His soul never will be forgotten
that he was one of the greatest
No matter if he has gone for ever.

By, Dolores Cruz de Velaz.
Ela, Barrio, Puerto Rico.